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Towards an Understanding of
Landscape: Naessens / Turner
Luke Naessens
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Fig. 1: J.M.W. Turner, Le Pont du Château, Luxembourg, 1839. ngi 2429

Good Morning Mister Turner, a series of etchings
and drawings by Niall Naessens, constitutes a
meditation on landscape. On one level, these works
record the artist’s observations of an area he is
intimately familiar with – the environs of Mount
Brandon in Co. Kerry where he lives and works.
They document temperamental weather and the
passing of the day, as the artist moves through this
terrain by foot or by car. On another, they are the
product of Naessens’s profound engagement with the
work of J.M.W. Turner. Responding to the National
Gallery of Ireland’s collection of Turner watercolours,
Naessens acknowledges the unavoidable influence
that the artist exerts over the field of landscape
today. Turner was instrumental in the establishment
of landscape as a serious genre of art, and his work
has been a formative precedent for the artists that
followed him. Accordingly, he altered the conventions
of both seeing and understanding the genre. When we
see landscape today, we do so at least partly through
his eyes. This is not to deny the originality of what
has come after Turner. It is, rather, to indicate that it
is impossible to encounter landscape in a way that is
entirely innocent, untouched by history. Landscape
is a form of history, and when we look at it we cannot
help but bring our memories and expectations to
bear on what we see.
Naessens’s work does not replicate Turner’s,
but rather extracts from it certain tools – ways of
looking that are then applied to the contemporary
environment. It is this environment that remains
the principal subject, but as with all good landscape

art, we are invited also to think about context and
points-of-view, about the relationship of art, nature
and everyday life. The works point to a contemporary
understanding of landscape that is nonetheless deeply
rooted in both direct observation and art historical
tradition. To think about this work, it is useful to first
turn back to Turner in order to draw out some of the
concerns and contexts of landscape painting in his
lifetime. The terms of the debate have changed time
and again, but these concerns still course through
contemporary theories of landscape.
Picturesque
For an artist who was to fundamentally alter the
perception of landscape painting, J.M.W. Turner’s
beginnings were not auspicious. In the fledgling
stages of his career, he worked primarily as a
topographical painter, producing watercolours of
antiquarian sites for publication in popular journals.
These publications, featuring scenes from Britain
and abroad, were the most apparent manifestations
of a newly emergent tourism boom, aided by the
development of an important new aesthetic theory –
the picturesque. This theory, articulated by writers like
William Gilpin, was a way of looking at the landscape,
finding in it the kinds of beautiful, well-composed
‘scenes’ that one would expect from an artwork. It was
a method of viewing that rendered the environment
as a series of pictures. The countless topographical
views circulated by travel periodicals popularised
these theories, showing their viewers just what kinds
of scenes could be found outside of their immediate
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environment. In doing so, they extracted recognisable
images from the land, ignoring the mundane or ugly
things that lay in-between – travel, in the process,
became sightseeing.
Roads
Turner was a remarkably prolific traveller. The
watercolours in the Vaughan Bequest are testament
to his wanderlust, documents of a life lived partly
on the road in both Britain and Europe (Fig. 1). His
travelling is symptomatic of emerging cultures of
movement across the continent, a culture that was
entirely dependent on the development of advanced
infrastructure. At first, a network of good roads built
by Napoleon across France and Italy enabled fast
travel from one region to the next. Later the Industrial
Revolution brought steamships, railways and canals,
ushering in an unprecedented degree of connection
first in Britain and later in Western Europe. This
network of communication was the invisible structure
supporting travel, but for the most part it remained
outside the frame of the picturesque landscape. The
picturesque was interested in distinct views, not what
connected them. Turner expanded his frame and often
made this network his subject – modes of transport
(especially steamships and trains) are at the centre
of some of his most celebrated works.
Indeed, this infrastructure of travel did not just
influence Turner’s subjects. It shaped his process.
The rapid pace of his travel around Britain and
Europe meant he did not stay too long in any single
place. He relied less and less on sketching in situ,

and increasingly on his impressive capacity for
remembering landscapes. According to art historian
John Gage, there is little evidence to suggest that
Turner ever produced on site watercolour sketches
after 1819, relying instead on rapid pencil notations,
often made in locomotion on train, coach or boat.1
These shorthand sketches recorded formations
of clouds and water – templates for the kinds of
ephemeral phenomena which would later be added
to painted landscapes for dramatic or poetic effect.
Topography
If the status of landscape painting was in doubt at
the end of the eighteenth century, topographical
illustration had perhaps the lowest reputation.
Topographical views were seen by many of Turner’s
peers as merely literal records – ‘map-work’, in the
words of Henry Fuseli.2 In truth, the genre was
not so much an objective record as it appeared.
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Fig. 2: J.M.W. Turner, San Pietro di Castello at Sunrise, c.1840. ngi 2417

It entailed a process of extensive mediation between
the observed site and the finished scene. Quick
sketches, in watercolour or ink, made en plein air,
described the rough outline or contour of a particular
location. These drawings were later used as reference
for more detailed drawings and ultimately paintings
or engravings – often by an entirely different artist
who had not seen the original site. In this second
stage, the outlines would be transformed, the forms
and composition tweaked in order to retain something
of the facts of the landscape while conforming it to
the visual conventions of the picturesque. This was
the context of Turner’s initial training as an artist, and
something of the process informed his entire career.
His work always expresses an encounter with the
landscape, but this encounter is mediated through
art, convention and imagination. In one of the most
beautiful watercolours in the Vaughan Bequest, a
sketch of Venice’s San Pietro di Castello at sunrise
(Fig. 2), the artist described the architecture with a
few simple pencil marks. These minimal lines were
most likely drawn in situ, but were transformed at a
later date by the addition of a loosely painted, vivid
sunrise in watercolour. These later additions recreated
Turner’s memory or impression of a place that, at
the time of painting, was no longer in front of him.
The relationship of line and colour here, in which
each remains a distinct if interrelated entity, reminds
us that in Turner’s paintings we are always seeing
multiple landscapes. His works are composites of what
is seen, what is remembered, what is imagined and
what is expected. The layers are built up one on top

artist of Turner’s period, but in no other artist’s work is
the dynamic so powerfully represented. The encounter
at the heart of Turner’s landscape always occurs
between these positions – between knowledge and
unknowing, society and nature – without the artist
ever appearing to come down so clearly on one side
or the other.

It gives me great pleasure to see nature in those
great though terrible scenes, it fills the mind with
grand ideas, and turns the soul in upon herself. This
… forced some reflections on me … I considered
how little man is yet in his own mind how great!’3

of the other, carefully, so that it is difficult to see where
one ends and the other begins.
The landscape, therefore, takes on something of
the character of the land itself – composed of countless
strata, some visible, others not. It is always a space
of encounter between the human and the natural,
between the individual and society, between presence
and memory.
Sublime
At the beginning of 1745 Dublin was struck by flash
floods of unprecedented force. Edmund Burke,
living at the time in his family home on Arran Quay,
watched the encroaching waters with a sense of dread.
However, writing to his friend Richard Shackleton,
he made a surprising claim – that within this dread
there was an aesthetic power:
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In attempting to account for this aesthetics of
terror, Burke formulated his theory of the sublime
– which, alongside the picturesque, had a crucial
impact on the development of landscape painting in
the following decades.4 Burke’s sublime, a profound
and overwhelming aesthetic feeling, was most often
associated with the fearful awe felt in the presence
of nature in its most vast and savage forms, with
landscapes in which the terrible and the beautiful
were inextricably bonded.
The picturesque and the sublime are two
sides of the same coin, intimately related methods
of extracting the aesthetic from nature. If the
picturesque, however, relies on frames and boundaries,
the sublime seeks boundlessness. If the former
attempts to partition the landscape into discrete views
or scenes, the latter desires a forceful nature that
overwhelms the viewer’s capacity for understanding
and knowledge. In Turner, one of the greatest painters
of the sublime, this dynamic is constantly in play.
On one hand, he is an artist of the Enlightenment,
a scientific observer of the natural world. On the other,
he understands nature as something that fights back
against these attempts at perception and knowledge,
something that is unknowable and destructive. That
these two impulses coexist is by no means rare in an

Frame
For Turner, the natural landscape was always
encountered through memories of art.5 It is
appropriate, then, that a contemporary artist such as
Naessens who, like Turner, is committed to thinking
about our place in the landscape, and the place of
landscape in our lives, should find inspiration in his
predecessor’s work. Sometimes Turner’s images haunt
Naessens’s prints – literally, in the case of Figures from
a History Painting, in which the figures of Napoleon
and his soldier from Turner’s enigmatic War, the Exile
and the Rock Limpet (exhibited 1842), (Fig. 3) appear
as incongruous ghosts on a Kerry beach (a reminder
that the spectre of history can return in the most
surprising of places). In most, however, Naessens
approaches Turner’s work obliquely, not as images to
be imitated or even interpreted, but as a set of ways
of looking at the landscape.
Take, for example, the picturesque. If this tradition
is dependent on framing distinct views, so too is
Naessens’s work. Naessens, however, makes the
frame a subject to be interrogated and explored.
It is a matter of convention that the landscape is most
often presented framed in a horizontal, rectangular
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Fig. 3: Joseph Mallord William Turner, War, The Exile and the Rock Limpet.
© Tate, London 2017

Fig. 4: Brandon Ridge, Landscape with Hares and Crows, 2017

format, and like all real conventions it has come to
feel ‘natural’. The unusual square formats of Naessens’s
landscapes disrupt this convention, drawing our
attention to the arbitrariness and the artificiality
with which we divide the continuous landscape into
neatly compartmentalised scenes. If the horizontal
format aims for a (misleading) sense of expansiveness
and inclusiveness, the square makes clear that it is a
fragment that necessarily occludes what lies beyond
the frame.
The series suggests that this ‘framing’ is not only
a matter of art. In some works the viewer comes to
understand that they are positioned behind windows
– looking at a tin barn from a passing car, for example,
or at a nocturnal landscape that lies beyond a pane

of glass on which two moths rest. Within the square
frame of the picture, the frame of the window reminds
us of the viewer’s position within this landscape.
For landscape is never an object that we can observe
from a detached distance. We are always placed in
landscape, it is something that envelops us. We cannot
understand it without understanding our position
within it.
Technologies
Brandon Ridge, Landscape with Hares and Crows
(Fig. 4) shows a road – it is clear that the viewer’s
position is, once again, behind glass, at the front of
a car viewing the road ahead while simultaneously
catching a glimpse of what lies behind in the driver’s
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Fig. 5: Joseph Mallord William Turner, Rain, Steam, and Speed-the Great Western
Railway. © The National Gallery, London. Turner Bequest, 1856

Fig. 6: Landscape Still from Super 8 Film, 2017

mirror. This complex arrangement of viewing and
reflection has no precedent in Turner’s work. But the
attempt to look beyond the frame of the picturesque
site to the means of communication and transport, to
think about the landscape as something fundamentally
connected to human activity, is deeply connected to
Turner. Indeed, the hare bounding out of the way of
the oncoming vehicle is a visitor from the greatest
of Turner’s paintings of technology and transport –
the seminal Rain, Steam and Speed (exhibited 1844),
(Fig 5).
Subtle references to other forms of technology
surface in several other works. The title of Landscape
Still from Super 8 Film (Fig. 6) suggests that the
image we are seeing is not a landscape at all, but a
mediated image of an image of a landscape. The blank
circles scattered on the surface recall the unstable
flickering of analogue video, reminding us that we
are only viewing this landscape at one remove – it is

far away and in the past, momentarily reconstructed
on a screen using obsolete technology. Again, the
implication is that our perception of landscape is so
often enabled by the technologies at our disposal, and
is also mediated through them. This is not, I think,
a lament for a lost state of innocent nature. Rather
it makes visible the complex viewing conditions
with which we encounter the contemporary world.
The white discs of the Super 8 Film are as beautiful,
in their own way, as the cascades of sunlight and
billowing clouds visible in the image behind them.
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Fig. 8: Artists Discussing Edmund Burke’s Philosophical Enquiry into the
Origin of Our Ideas of the Sublime and the Beautiful, 2017

Fig. 7: Storm, 2017

a sublime encounter with nature. It is vertiginous
and disorientating, because it seems to defy our
understanding of perspective and of scale. It is nature
that is not the same as our representations of nature.
But this encounter with the sublime is also staged as a
conversation, between two artists, about the work of
a long-dead philosopher, with the influence of a longdead painter never far away. There is even a dog, for
good measure, looking at the same sight as the artists
(and as us), but no doubt seeing in it a completely
different landscape. This is an image of shifting and
multiple perspectives. It is an image of encounters,
of the landscape as a place of encounter.

Artist
In Naessens’s series, the figure of the artist recurs as
a reminder that the landscape is produced through
a kind of conversation between nature, society and
the individual observer. In some, he recalls the
Turner of Ruskin, the seeker of ‘truth to nature’.
Standing at Brandon pier, observing ‘the phenomenon
of real and artificial light’, he sees the world as
composed of regular and ordered geometric grids,
a structure that underlies even the drifting clouds.
The world, he assures us, has a form that is beautiful,
understandable.
Storm (Fig. 7) presents a second scenario in the
same location, and forms a kind of counterpoint to
that print. Recalling the rising waters of the Liffey

that first catalysed Burke’s understanding of the
sublime, nature here becomes a structure-less thing
of pure force – a terrific wave, powerful and formless,
flooding the solid architecture of the pier. The
graphic line, usually a device for clarity in drawing,
is here transformed into something oppressive and
overwhelming – it creates a gloomy scrim that darkens
the daylight, its chaotic patterning enveloping the
pier’s structure. The landscape, in other words, spills
beyond the frames we make for it. For Naessens,
landscape seems to contain both these possibilities
at once.
Finally, in Artists Discussing Edmund Burke’s
Philosophical Enquiry into the Origin of Our Ideas of
the Sublime and the Beautiful (Fig. 8) we are shown
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The value of landscape art is that it gives us the tools
to look at this context with fresh eyes and to more fully
understand – perhaps even to rethink – our place in a
complex world.
1 John Gage, JMW Turner: ‘A
Wonderful Range of Mind’ (New
Haven & London: Yale University
Press, 1991) 70-73
2 Henry Fuseli, ‘Lecture IV – On
Invention, Part II’, in The Life
and Writings of Henry Fuseli,
ed. John Knowles (London:
Colburn & Bentley, 1831), vol. II,
217. Fuseli’s criticism was based
on topographical landscape’s
roots in cartography and military
surveying. For example, one of
the earliest major watercolorists
in Britain, Paul Sandby, began his
career as a draughtsman working
with the military, surveying the
Scottish Highlands as part of
a project initiated by the Duke
of Cumberland in the wake of
the failed Jacobite rebellion of
1746. Lindsay Stainton, British
Landscape Watercolours 16001860 (London: The British
Museum, 1985)

Landscape
What is landscape? The term is evasive – we use
it to denote both the land itself, and our ways of
picturing that land. It is reality and representation,
all at once, produced at the moment humans behold
the land and form a relationship with it. As the
American art historian James Elkins describes it,
landscape is like the body, ‘something we inhabit
without being different from it: we are in it, and
we are it.’6 It is intimate and familiar to us, but
also unknowable and ungraspable in its entirety.
The artistic, social and technological contexts that
produced Naessens and Turner are not the same,
and neither are the landscapes they represent. Still,
the ways of looking that connect their work show us
that these fundamental questions as to the nature of
the landscape remain a consistent thread from one
century to the next. The landscape is our context.
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3 Edmund Burke to Richard
Shackleton, January 25th 1745.
The Works and Correspondence
of the Right Honourable Edmund
Burke, vol. I (London: F & J
Rivington, 1852), p.7
4 Burke’s influential treatise on the
topic, A Philosophical Enquiry
into the Origin of Our Ideas of
the Sublime and Beautiful, was
published in 1757, twelve years
after his first encounter with the
concept during the Dublin floods.
5 For a discussion of Turner’s
complex relationship to the
art of his predecessors and
contemporaries, in which
imitation and rivalry continuously
alternate, see David Solkin ed.,
Turner and the Masters (London:
Tate Publishing, 2009)
6 James Elkins ‘Writing Moods’,
Landscape Theory, eds. Rachael
DeLue and James Elkins (London
and New York: Routledge, 2008),
p.69

Exploring the World
Anne Hodge
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Fig. 9: J.M.W. Turner, The Great Fall of the Reichenbach, 1802.
ngi 2431, (with detail showing tiny human figures below)

The journey from Dublin to west Kerry is long.
I take the 7am train from Heuston Station, passing
through the fertile fields of Kildare and Tipperary.
At Rathmore on the Cork – Kerry border, four elderly
people get on. They chat about the old days, of saving

of techniques and skills was of secondary importance.
After some years working in London, Naessens
returned to Dublin around 1990. He worked as a
master printer in Graphic Studio for many years and
was a director between 2001 and 2006. In the mid-

the hay, dancing in the kitchen, of neighbourliness
and of how the word stress was unknown. Their talk
is sprinkled with Irish words and their presence,
combined with the rough and stony landscape outside,
high mountains on the horizon, indicates that I am
entering an older Ireland. At Tralee Niall Naessens
picks me up from the station. He stops at a steel
fabrication works to get two of his copper plates
trimmed. That job done we set off west.
We talk about his current work and how his
career as an artist developed. He studied Visual
Communications (graphic design), at the National
College of Art and Design in Dublin. Like most
art students he did figure drawing but soon set his
focus on landscape. On leaving college in 1983 he
trained at Graphic Studio Dublin, an important
print co-operative founded in 1960. He learned the
complexities of printmaking under the watchful
eye of Mary Farl Powers, a brilliant printmaker
and formidable administrator who insisted on high
standards. An ethos of fastidiousness and hard work
permeated the studio. Etching techniques including
spit-bite, aquatint and sugar-lift were practiced until
perfect. Young men and women who passed through
Graphic Studio were given the tools and knowledge to
become skilled printmakers. It was very different from
art college where concept was king and the teaching

2000s he moved to Kerry with his young family. They
built a house at Lios na Caolbhaí, looking east across
Brandon Bay to the massive ridge of Caherconree.
We drive along the road that hugs the coastline
and then take a detour through a valley so that I
can get a sense of the landscape. Tiny cars can be
seen negotiating the Conor Pass in the distance.
Naessens lists the townlands and landmarks: Pedlars
Lake, Mullach Bhéal, Glin. He knows the landscape
intimately, he has hiked through the mountains, rowed
in the bay below and his children learned to swim at
nearby beaches. Each location has a story or memory
attached. He draws my attention to the uniqueness
of the landscape, the fact that the mountains of the
Brandon ridge drop right down to the coastline. This
combination of sea and mountains is one of the things
that Naessens loves about this place. At the end of the
valley at an isolated farm with a lonely tree we stop.
I get out into howling wind and the beginnings of a
rain shower and take in the bulky, barren mountains
all around. On the way back down we stop to say hello
to two German walkers in bright blue rain ponchos,
smiling despite the rain. We stop again at Brandon
village pier which features in a number of Naessens’s
prints. It is quiet, the fishing industry here suffers
from over-regulation and lack of fishermen. Glowering
grey-blue clouds hang low over the vivid green sea.
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Although Naessens’s work is inspired by this
magnificent landscape he is at pains to impress on
me that he is not a conventional landscape artist –
‘I don’t make souvenirs!’ Immersed in the landscape
for over a decade, he used to draw outdoors, bringing
a sketchbook up into the mountains to record the
colours and shadows that change with the passing
clouds. Now, with those colours and landmarks burnt
into his memory, he makes prints relying on the
mind’s eye. The same landscape features reappear
throughout his work: Caherconree, Brandon, Sauce
Creek, the place names a mixture of Irish and English.
He talks about Turner, the great nineteenth century
artist who has intrigued him for many years. He has
examined how Turner looks at landscape and how he
sets himself and the viewer within it. Looking closely
at Turner’s work made Naessens think about how he
himself fits into the landscape. The appearance of
human figures in these new prints is a departure in his
work. His own image appears often, striding along a
beach or standing transfixed by a sunrise. In one print
all we see is his hat, blown off his head by a gust of
wind. Turner rarely made finished landscape drawings
without figures. His view of the Reichenbach Falls in
Switzerland (NGI 2431), (Fig. 9) gains much of its
grandeur through the presence of two tiny figures
in front of the dramatic waterfall. Samuel Palmer,
one of Turner’s followers, wrote: ‘Landscape is of
little value but as it hints or expresses the haunts
and doings of man.’1
We travel along a narrow road and arrive at the
house which lies at the end of a road which goes
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Fig. 11: J.M.W. Turner, Bregenz, above the Bodensee, Austria, c.1840. ngi 7511

no-where else. It is now raining heavily and we dash
inside. Once in the kitchen, the centre of the house,
I am struck by the panoramic view of Brandon Bay.
The huge window faces east and despite the raindrops
on the windowpane, it is easy to see why so many of
Naessens’s prints feature sunrise. This is the view, with
the sun rising over the mountains that has impressed
itself deeply into his imagination. The studio is in a
separate purpose-built structure just a few steps away
from the house. It is lit by a strip of windows high on
the north wall and the walls are covered with work
in progress. Prints in various stages of completion
are stapled to boards and large drawings are strung
along the walls by clip hangers. Framed prints from
previous series give a sense of how Naessens’s work
has developed and changed over the last few years.
At the centre stands a large square table scattered
with etching tools, bottles of ink, pens and pencils
(Fig. 10). Large numbers of books, including
publications on Turner, sit in piles underneath the
table and on shelves in the corners of the room.
These shelves also contain many A4 sized hardback
sketchbooks filled with colourful drawings of local
landscapes. It is a busy workspace, at first glance
chaotic, but quickly it becomes clear that there is
a system in place and that everything has its place.
Working proofs are grouped according to size on
the walls while unsuccessful sheets lie discarded in a
colourful pile to one side. Each ‘finished’ print begins
as an idea which takes tangible shape through markmaking, sometimes directly onto a copper plate,
sometimes using a pencil on paper. Naessens takes

risks, exploring new ways of working. A plate will
go through many iterations, worked in, rubbed out,
worked over again until it finally is deemed ‘finished’.
Often things don’t work out and in creating this
series many ideas were abandoned and many proofs
consigned to the bin.
These new works reference J.M.W. Turner directly.
They combine Naessens’s lived experience in our
twenty-first century world with imaginings of how
Turner saw things. Turner was not averse to having the
sun set in the east if it fitted the composition2 (Fig. 11).
Like Turner, but perhaps not as audaciously, Naessens
manipulates the landscape to suit his needs, choosing
particular landmarks, cutting a view here, framing a
view there or obscuring another with buildings or trees
or spots. Naessens sees his interaction with Turner as a
conversation across the centuries. He looks at some of
the ideas and phenomena that fascinated Turner. How
weather and light change the landscape. Philosophical
ideas of the sublime and the beautiful. Yet always

Fig. 10: Niall Naessen's studio, 28 September 2017. Photograph, A. Hodge
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Fig. 12: Painting in front of Admirers, 2017

Fig. 13: J.M.W. Turner, Peat Bog, Scotland, c.1840. ngi 20002

into the Principles of Taste (1805) wrote that:
‘All sublime feelings are feelings of exultation and
expansion of the mind, tending to rapture and
enthusiasm.’ Nature itself and nature captured in
landscape art was believed to engender these feelings.
Here Naessens adapts motifs used repeatedly by
Turner to create a unique vision of a local place that
inspires universal awe and wonder (see image on page
36). The composition is telescoped in, we peer down
a chasm to a half moon cove. The minute scale of the
figures helps exaggerate (if that was necessary) the
dramatic scale of the natural features. The excitement
of the figures is palpable, one gesturing at the abyss.
Strong sunlight picks out a section of cliff while cloud
shadows add movement and energy to the scene.
An artist’s book comprising thirteen small etchings
in a jaunty yellow box with the title ‘Good Morning
Mister Turner’ stamped on the front complements the
eleven framed prints and five drawings created for this
exhibition. The number is perhaps a nod to the idea
of the baker’s dozen – Naessens’s wife Orla is a baker.
These square black and white etchings, small and full
of exquisite detail, focus on light and shade. Although
vigorous line predominates, one print ‘Painting in
Front of Admirers’, (which imagines the artist standing
at his easel silhouetted against the great window of
his temporary studio at Petworth, seat of the Earl of
Egremont), is created through aquatint. The washy
effect perfectly mimics watercolour (Fig. 12). Others
in this series are inspired by paintings by Turner,
including the National Gallery of Ireland’s gorgeous
watercolour of a storm over Venice (NGI 2426), while

there is a lightness of touch and Naessens pokes fun at
the idea of setting himself up beside the great English
artist, ‘sharing a room’ as he puts it.
Naessens’s vertiginous view of Sauce Creek, An Sás,
references the sublime, an important philosophical
idea in Turner’s time. The human figures and dog are
dwarfed by the dark cliffs towering above and choppy
waters below and the print is playfully titled ‘Artists
discussing Burke’s Philosophical Enquiry in the Origin
of our Ideas of the Sublime and Beautiful’ (Fig. 8).
In the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries the
term sublime was debated endlessly. As well as
being a philosophical concept it was felt to be of vital
relevance to the creative practice of artists and writers.
Richard Payne Knight in his Analytical Inquiry
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Naessens keeps his focus local, his prints reflecting
the landscape close to where he lives. Turner on the
other hand explored landscapes far from his London
home from the Highlands of Scotland to the Swiss
Alps. Showing the work of these two artists together
in the National Gallery of Ireland in January shows
how Turner is still a forceful presence, inspiring
and prompting today’s artists to create new and
exciting work.
A note on the Vaughan Bequest
The National Gallery of Ireland’s magnificent
collection of Turner watercolours was bequeathed
by an English collector, Henry Vaughan, in 1900.
The 31 watercolours span the whole of Turner’s career.
Influenced by the writings of critic John Ruskin,
Vaughan was keen to protect his collection of Turner
watercolours from over-exposure to light and had
a special cabinet made to house the works. His will
stipulated that the Turner watercolours should only
be displayed publicly in January when the sun is at its
lowest level and that they should always be shown free
of charge. The National Gallery of Ireland respectfully
observes to the conditions of Vaughan’s Bequest to
the present day.

a painting in Tate Britain’s collection, ‘Shipping at the
Mouth of the Thames’, c.1806–7, is recalled by a print
of a boat labouring in heavy seas. Another etching
depicts a lone figure watching the sun rise over rolling
waves – Turner or Naessens? The presence of a cane
points to it being the elderly Turner. The figure is
important in these small works, the actual image of
the artist is visible in some, while an indication of his
presence suffices in others, for example a hat blown
away by the wind.
The work of both Turner and Naessens combines
the ordinary and the extraordinary. Turner used printmaking to good effect in his famous Liber Studiorum
print series. The 71 prints in that series, created
between c.1806 and 1824, illustrate both mundane
human activities like ‘Hedging and Ditching’ with
awe-inspiring visions of nature, for example ‘Peat Bog
Scotland’ (Fig. 13). Both artists drew on their own
experience of the world around them for their art.

1 Letter to Hannah Palmer, 11 May
1856, quoted in Turner and the
Human Figure, Anne Chumbley
and Ian Warrell, Tate, 1989
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2 A watercolour by Turner in the
National Gallery of Ireland’s
collection of Bregenz, on Lake
Constance has the sun setting over
the lake, which does not happen
in reality.

Room Share
Niall Naessens
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Fig. 14: J.M.W. Turner, Ostend Harbour, c.1840. ngi 2425

Fig. 15: J.M.W. Turner, Storm at the Mouth of the Grand Canal,
Venice, c.1840. ngi 2426

Fig. 16: J.M.W. Turner, Sunset over Petworth Park, Sussex, c.1828. ngi 2430

Making art in the realm of landscape and seascape,
I have always found it difficult not to think about
J.M.W. Turner’s work. While living in London as a
young man I became familiar with Turner at Tate
Britain and the National Gallery. But I first came
across his work in Dublin as an art student when
visiting the National Gallery of Ireland one dreary
January. Many Januarys since, I have been back to see
them, the seasonality of the Vaughan Bequest making
it a calendar pilgrimage. I enjoy the paradox that an
artist whose work is saturated in light can only be
seen for the duration of the darkest month of the
year. It is a great privilege for me to room share
with Turner for 2018’s darkest month (Fig. 14).
I have not produced work after or in the style
of Turner but my new work references his work
in various ways. I open a conversation about the
artist experiencing landscape and subsequently
making work. Between these two activities there is
interpretation and manipulation of the components

of landscape. I have been thinking of how Turner sees
and presents his world.
Turner added and omitted, exaggerated and
blurred, changed scale and perspective, honed colours
and employed light to create his dramatic landscape
narrative (Fig. 15). An informed and intelligent artist,
he learnt from his predecessors, whilst forging ahead
regardless of the canons of art laid down by his
beloved Royal Academy. Turner took risks with his
work obstinately forging his own vision.
I have been looking at the light and space that
compose Turner’s work (Fig. 16). Morning light, dawn
in particular, interested Turner and it greatly interests
me and features strongly in my new work. The space
in my work is often defined by veils or frames, drops
of rain on glass or the frame of a window, things that
distance the viewer from the event depicted in the
image. These barriers and distractions challenge the
experience of the observer. These motifs also have a
decorative function – they ‘spice up’ the composition.

Occasion is a huge element in the work of Turner,
often we get the feeling that only he was there to
witness an event and captured something we all
missed. I have attempted to make my work about
event as much as place and to present something that
would not otherwise be experienced. Turner made art
about historical events, occasions like the great fire
that destroyed the Houses of Parliament in 1834 or
the warship HMS Temeraire being towed to its last
berth, (Fig. 17) but he also illustrated pedestrian
events like fishing on the River Dee in Wales. The
events in my work are more banal, a gust of wind
or a meandering artist. My intention is that whatever
the event, it is seen as part of a greater narrative –
that things happened both before and after the
moment I present.
I do not attempt to make typical or definitive
landscape views of my environment. Interpretation
and improvisation motivate my work. The initial
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Fig. 17: J.M.W. Turner, The Fighting Temeraire.
© The National Gallery London, Turner Bequest, 1856

references are transformed and embellished in the
course of making. Each work is a new adventure that
searches out its own singularity.
Making work for my room share with Turner has
been a provoking challenge. The rationale of showing
my work beside the Vaughan Bequest watercolours
at the National Gallery of Ireland is to pay homage
to J.M.W. Turner through the creation of new work
under his influence and to initiate dialogue about
making and looking at landscape art through the
juxtaposition of our works.
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Catalogue

1 Artist Observing Dawn, Sunrise over Caherconree, 2017
etching 32 x 32 cm

2 Sunrise with Crows and Mountain Ash, 2017
etching 32 x 32 cm

30

31

3 Driving Past Tin Temple, 2017
etching 32 x 32cm

4 Gust of Wind and Rainbow in Macha na Bo, 2017
etching 32 x 32cm
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5 Artist Seen Taking in the Morning, 2017
etching 32 x 32cm

6 Storm, 2017
etching 32 x 32cm
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7 Light-up Time with Moths and Blackthorn, 2017
etching 32 x 32cm

8 Artist observing the Phenomenon of Real and Artificial Light, 2017
etching 32 x 32cm
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9 Artists discussing Burke’s Philosophical Enquiry into the
Origin of Our Ideas of the Sublime and Beautiful, 2017
etching 20 x 20cm

10 Figures from a History Painting, 2017
etching 20 x 20cm
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11 Quite Early One Morning, 2017
etching 20 x 20cm

12 Caherconree Snow Covered and a Shower of Hail, 2017
graphite, etching ink and gouache 60 x 60cm
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13 Brandon Ridge, Landscape with Hares and Crows, 2017
graphite, etching ink and gouache 50 x 50cm

14 The Sun King and Joseph Mallord Turner, 2017
graphite etching ink and gouache 55 x 55cm
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15 Landscape Still from Super 8 Film, 2017
graphite etching ink and gouache 45 x 45cm

16 Harvest Moon and Blackthorn, 2017
graphite etching ink and gouache 50 x 50cm
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4 examples from the series of 13 etchings
Artist’s Book
Good Morning Mister Turner, 2017
Solander box 22 x 22 x 2cm, containing 19 sheets
(6 letterpress and 13 black and white etchings)

1 Dawn, the Sun Rising
2 Artist Observing Sunrise
3 Storm at the Mouth of the Thames
4 Painting in Front of Admirers

Letterpress printed by Ponc Press, Dingle
Solander Box by Barbara Hubert Bookbindery, Cork

All 2017, 10 x 10cm
Etchings and letterpress printed on zerkall 350g
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